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people economically enslaved but politically free will end by losing all
freedom; but a people economically free can go on to win its political
freedom'.1
(iv) The Conflict between Bolivia and Paraguay in the Chaco Boreal
In an earlier volume of this series2 some account was given of the
dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay which gave rise from time to
time to fighting in the Chaco and which brought the two countries to
the brink of war at the end of 1928. Thanks to the efforts of various
mediators, and in particular to the steps taken by an American Con-
ference on Arbitration and Conciliation which was in session at
Washington at the turn of the years 1928 and 1929, the incidents of
December 1928 were settled by pacific means, and the two countries
were induced to resume in May 1930 the diplomatic relations which
they had broken off as soon as the first clash between their respective
troops had occurred. The neutral Governments which acted as
mediators were not able, however, to induce Bolivia and Paraguay to
submit to the procedure of peaceful settlement the fundamental
question in dispute—the question, that is, of the ownership of the vast
undeveloped region which lay between them, in which no definitive
frontier line had yet been fixed.3 In the opinion of many neutral
1	Quoted by Carleton Beales in The Crime of Cuba (New York, 1934, Lippin-
cotfc), p. 443.   On the 31st May it was made known that the Cuban Govern-
ment had invited the Foreign Policy Association of New York to organize a
commission to report on the means by which Cuba might attain economic and
social self-determination. The Rockefeller Foundation had agreed to finance
the project and Mr. R. L. Buell, President of the Foreign Policy Association,
was to act as Chairman of the Commission. An expert investigation of this
kind might perhaps prove of greater assistance to Cuba than any modification
of her treaty relations with the United States.
2	The Survey for 1930, Part V, section (viii).
3	For a brief review of the unsuccessful attempts which had been made to
define the frontier, see op. tit., pp. 423-4. For a more detailed and authoritative
account, see Chapter II of the report of the Commission appointed by the
League of Nations in 1933 (League of Nations publication: VII Political. 1934.
VII. 1). The territorial claims of the two countries in the Chaco, as they were
defined in the course of the controversy, were completely incompatible,
Paraguay's claim, at its lowest, was to the whole of the Chaco Boreal within
its * natural boundaries'—that is, the triangle formed by the rivers Paraguay
and Pilcomayo, extending northwards as far as the Chochi mountains and the
River Negro and westwards as far as the Chiriguana mountains and the River
Parapiti—but this claim was sometimes extended to cover a considerably
larger area. Thus one version of the claim would have made the Paraguayan
Chaco contiguous with Brazil and would have thus cut off Bolivia from the
possibility of access to the River Paraguay north of the BaMa Negra which
she possessed in virtue of a treaty, signed at Petropolis in 1903, which had fixed
her frontier with Brazil. Bolivia, on the other hand, maintained that her fron-
tier with Paraguay was constituted by the river of that name and that her

